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In this paper, a broader class of isolated probabilistic sequential machines 
(PSM) called the completely isolated machine, which includes the absolutely 
isolated machine (Yasui and Yajima, 1970; Tan, 1972) as a subclass, is intro- 
duced. It is demonstrated that the condition for isolation given in Yasui and 
Yajima (1970), Two-state two-symbol probabilistic automata, Inform. Contr. 16, 
203-224 and Tan (1972), On two-state isolated probabilistic automata, Inform. 
Contr. 21,483-495 isunnecessarily conservative. New conditions for determining 
the isolated property of a PSM are presented. It is shown that an isolated machine 
satisfying the new conditions may not satisfy the condition proposed by Yasui, 
Yajima, and Tan. An algorithm for synthesizing completely isolated PSM with 
any level of approximation is presented. 
I. ABSOLUTELY ISOLATED PSM 
In  the PSM (S, X,  Y, {M(x~)}, A), the parameters are defined as follows: 
S is a set of states, {s 1 , @. 
X is a set of input symbols, {x 1 , x2 .... , Xn}. 
Y is a set of output symbols, {Y l ,  Y~}. 
{M(x~)} is a set of state transition stochastic matrices. 
A is a deterministic function from N into Y. 
The PSM is obviously characterized by the transition matrices M(x~) (i ~ 1, 
2 ..... n). For simplicity, we shall denote M(x~) by M "~. The behavior of the PSM 
due to an input string x ~ alcr~ "" e~,  can be determined by the matrix product 
M1M2 "'" Mm,  M~ e {M ~i)} and cr~ ~ X for j  ~ 1, 2,..., m. 
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First consider atwo-state/two-symbol PSM. Let xx and x 2 be the two symbols 
and let 
M(xl ) =( l - -ab  1--ba ) and M(x2) =(1- -Cd 1--dC )
be the two-state transition (stochastic) matrices, where 0 ~ a, b, c and d <~ 1. 
Let the fundamental matrix Mi(xl) for i = 1, 2 be defined by 
and 
(b/(a + b) a/(a + b)], 
Yl~(xl) = \b/(a + b) a/(a + b)] 
( a/(a + b) 
M~(x~) = ~--b/(a + b) 
M~(xl) = X1Y 1 and 
--a/(a + b)] 
b/(a + b) :' 
M~(xO = &Y~ 
where Xi and Yi are the ith characteristic column vector and the ith character- 
istic row vector of M(xl) and M(xz), respectively. 
Then 
M(x~) ~- 1 . M~(x~) + AM2(x~) 
where A = 1 -- a -- b is the eigenvalue of M(xl). The other eigenvalue of the 
matrix is 1. Similarly, 
where 
M(x~) -- 1 " M,(~) + ~M=(x2) 
(d/(c + a) ~/(~ + d)] M~(x2) = ( c/(c + ,t) --~/(c + d)] Ml(x~) 
~al(c + d) ~l(c + d):' \ -a l (c  + d) al(c + a) I 
and/z ~ 1 - -c - -d .  
A product of stochastic matrices M(xl) and M(x2) is 
M(xl) M(x2) = (Ml(X~) -{- AM2(xl))(MI(x2) + >M2(x2)) 
= M~(xl) M~(x~) + ~M,(.I) M~(.2) + AM~(.~) MI(.~) 
+ At,M~(x,) M~(x2). 
Using the multiplication table of the two stochastic matrices M(Xl) and 
M(x2) given by Yasui and Yajima (1970), we obtain 
M(xa) M(x2) = Ml(x2) + tzH + Al~M~(xl) 
where 
bc -- ad [ 1 --1"~ H Ml(xl) M~(x~) (a + b)(c + d) ~l --1]" 
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For simplicity, let A -~ M(xl) and B = M(x~). The multiplication table of the 
two stochastic matrices, A = A 1 + ,~aA 2and B = B 1 + hbB ~ is 
A 1 A 2 B 1 B~ H 
A 1 A 1 0 B 1 H H 
A S 0 A s 0 A s 0 
B 1 A 1 - -H  B 1 0 H 
B 2 0 B~ 0 B 2 0 
H 0 H 0 H 0 
where A i and Bi are the ith fundamental matrices, for i = 1, 2 and ha and h~ are 
the h and/~ eigenvalues of A and B, respectively. 
In general, M(x), x E X* can be expanded as 
M(x) = M(al) M(a2) M(ab) "'" M(crm) 
= Ml(am) @ hmMx(a,n_l) M2(a,~) -}- A~hm_lMl(a,~_2) M=(a~_~) (1
+ ... + hmh~-i ... h~Ms(~l) 
where ai is x 1 or x s , and hi is h or/~ depending on x 1 or x 2 for i = 1, 2,..., m and 
X ~ G10'20"  3 """ O" m . 
Definition of Isolated Machine by Yasui and Yajima 
The (1, 2) element of (3.1) is called the mth approximation probability denoted 
as p(m)(x) after processing input x ~ X*. Yasui and Yajima defined a set of two 
stochastic matrices as being absolutely isolated by the mth approximation f 
and only if every pair of input strings of length m + 1 (which is produced from 
the set of matrices) is isolated by the ruth approximation. 
When the length m of a string is truncated by the last k symbol, the truncation 
error of the product (1) is bounded by a constant 
]~k+l  
E~ k) < ~ max {[1H,~ ]], II M,(x,)[[ (~'} 
where/3 = max(I h l, i ~ I), Hij = Ml(x~) Ms(xj). The norm [I A[l (e) is defined 
by the absolute value of the (6:, 2) element of the matrix A, where { = 1, 2. I f  
II A/I <1) = II A II <~), then II A [I is interpreted as l] A I[ <*). 
The preceding properties of two-state/two-symbol PSM have been extended 
to the two-state multisymbol case by Tan (1972). 
In this paper the properties of a two-state multisymbol PSM have been 
extended further. In particular, a much tighter upper bound than the previous 
equation for the two-state multisymbol PSM is presented. It is derived by 
considering the sign of the eigenvalue of each stochastic matrix rather than just 
the absolute value. 
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2. COMPLETELY ISOLATED PSM 
The definition of a completely isolated machine is quite similar to the abso- 
lutely isolated machine introduced by Yasui, Yajima, and Tan. However, the 
class of completely isolated machines contains the class of absolutely isolated 
machines. In other words, the latter is a subset of the former. Before we introduce 
the concept of a completely isolated machine, a few lemmas are needed. Because 
o f  the space limitation, the proofs of these lemmas are not included. 
LEMMA 1. Let S be the finite series, 
k 
S = am_ 1 + Am_lain_ 2 + h~_lA.~_2a~a_ 3 + "'" + I~ A~-~a,~-~-l, 
~=1 
where A s E{(1 - -  ~i - -  fli)} for  i = 1, 2,..., n and j = m - -  1, m - -  2 ..... and 
am_q ~ {o~i} for  q = 1, 2 , . . . . Let  a = max i {ai}, c = min/{cq}, A a = maxi{1--c~i--fii}, 
and Ac = mini{1 - -  ai - -  f i i }  for  i = 1, 2 ..... n. The maximum and the minimum 
of S denoted by Sma x and Stain, respectively, are found as: 
Case 1. I f  A~ >/ A, >/0,  then 
Smax = a/(l - -  ~a) and Smin  ~-  e/ ( l  - -  )tc). 
Case 2. I f  A a >/ O >/ Ac and ] A a l >/ [ Ac [, then 
Smax = a/(1 - -  Aa) and Smin = c + a(A,/(1 --  Aa)). 
Case 3. I f  A, ~ O ~ h~ and l A~ [ ~ JAil, then 
Sm~x = a((1 -~ Z~a)/(1 - -  z~c2)) and Smin  = c q-  a(A,(1 q- A~)/(1 --  Ao2)). 
Case 4. I f  O ~ A a >/ A~ , then 
Sm~ = (a/1 - -  A?) + e(Aa/1 - -  ~o~) and Sm~. = ~ + a (~o/1 - -  A?). 
From the above lemma, we have 
LEMMA 2. The four upper bounds, Smax'S of S in Lemma 1, are always positive, 
and the four lower bounds, Stain 'S of  S in the Iemma, are either positive or negative 
depending on the quantities of a, c, Aa, and A c . When Stain is negative, 
the lower bound of Smill is Sta in  z C 2_ aA c (1/(1 --  Amax)) where )~m~x z 
maxi{I 1 - -  ~i - -  fii I} for i = 1, 2,..., n. 
LEMMA 3. Define M(x i )  = (1~i I-E,)" The absolute maximum radius 7 of the 
transferable range with respect to the (1, 2) element ~i of the right-most matrix 
M(x i )  of the l matrix multiplication (l = m, m - -  1,...) is bounded by 
7 ~ f A~ r Sm~x = ~'m~.  
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Note that the product of stochastic matrices is also stochastic; thus the (1, 2) 
element cannot exceed the bounds zero and one. Similarly, the lower bound of 
9' also exists. 
LEMMA 4. The absolute radius of the transferable range with respect o the 
(1, 2) element of the right-most matrix M(xi) of the product of infinite matrices is 
bounded by 
9' ~> I hi 11 Stain I = Nmin 
where Smin is defined in Lemma 1. 
Considering the sign of hi in Lemma 3, the directed transferable range from 
~ is in [a~, ai + h~Smax] if h, > 0 and is in [a~ + .~Srnax, a~] if h i < 0. Similarly 
in Lemma 4, the directed transferable range from ~i is in [ai, a i + A/Stain] 
if hi and Smin have the same sign and is in [ai + hlZmin, ai] if the signs of hi 
and Stain are different. 
DEFINITION 1. 
and 
Define the transferable range from ai as: 
Rmax(ai) ~ min{1 --  ai ,  h~Smax} if h i > 0, 
Rmax(ai) = min{ai, z~iSmax} if h i < 0, 
Rmin(ai) ~ min{hiSmin, O} if hi > O, 
Rrain(Cq) = max{hiSmin, 0} if h i<  0. 
The concept of the absolute radius introduced by Yasui, Yajima, and Tan is 
too conservative. We therefore abandon the concept of the radius of the trans- 
ferable range of ~i and instead we define 
DEFINITION 2. 
and 
Define the maximum transferable range R from a f as: 
R(cq) = Rmax(ai) - -  Rmin(%) if h~ > 0, 
R(a~) = --Rmax(C~i) + Rrain(Cq) if h~ < 0. 
Let ai be the (1, 2) element of the two-state stochastic matrix associated with 
the input symbol xi for i = 1, 2,..., n. When ai is plotted on the line [0, 1], the 
line (0, a~) represents the state transient from & to s 2 of M(x~). The complement 
line (ai, 1), which is the length 1 - -  a~, represents the state transient from & 
to s 1 of M(xi). Suppose cq and ~j are a pair of adjacent (1, 2) elements on the line 
[0, 1] and a~ > aj.  Since heSmax depends upon the sign of hk, the transferable 
range Rraax(ae) of the (1, 2) element of a matrix product for any combination of 
the matrices described by the order of the input symbols is only in one direction, 
to the right or to the left from the point c%, depending on the sign of 
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h7¢. Similarly, the transferable range Rmin(O~) is to the opposite direction from 
the range of Rmax(~l~). Note that when the direction of the transferable range 
Rmi,(%) is the same as that of the range Rmax(%), from Definition 1, Rmin(ak) 
should be zero. 
Let hi and h; be the eigenvalues of the two-state stochastic matrices M (~) and 
M(J), respectively. The following four cases of the involving adjacent points cq 
and a)- on the line [0, 1] are considered separately. 
CASE ;: -'~i, ,~j 2 0 
Rmin (aj) Rmex (c~j) Rmi n (ai) Rmox (ai2. - I aj ~ ~ ~ c/,i ~ 
CASE 2: Xi_>O, ,~j<_O 
Rmox (aj) R min (d,j) Rmin (ai) Rmex (ai) 
ej ai 
CASE 3: /~i5_0, X j~O 
Rrnin(¢j ) Rmo× (aj) 
aj 
Rmax(ai ) Rrnin (ai) 
Fic. 1. 
CaSE 4: 3- i, X i_<o 
Rmox(d,.j) Rmin(d'J) Rrnax(d-i) Rmin(ai) 
• ,4  ', ~ 41  I 
aj ~i 
Four cases of the involving adjacent points a t and % . 
DEFINITION 3. The (1, 2) elements ~i and ~ which are adjacent on the line 
[0, 1] are isolated if there is no overlap of transferable ranges from ai and ~j.  
The following lemma is concerned with e isolation of transferable ranges. 
LEMMA 5. The (1, 2) elements ~i and e~j which are adjacent are isolated if the 
following condition is satisfied. Assuming ~i ~ ~,  
Case 1. I f  h,., hj >~ O, 
~i  - ~J >.> Rmax(~3 --  Rn, in(~i), (2a) 
Case 2. I f  A i > O,hj ~<0, 
cq - -  c 9 ) Rmin(%) - -  Rmin(oq), (2b) 
Case3. I f  hi <,. O, h~ >~ O , 
oq - -  c~y > Rmax(O~j) - -  Rmax(C~i). (2c) 
Case 4. I f  h i , hj <~ 0, 
oq - -  o~j > Rmin(Og) - -  Rmax(Oq). (2d) 
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Before we introduce a new concept of the "completely" isolated machine, one 
additional lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 6. Define )tmax ~--- maxi{I 1 -- "i -- fii 1} for i = 1, 2 , . ,  n. 
The upper bound of the four Smax'S in Lemma 1 denoted by Smax is a/1 -- Amax. 
Now we are in the position to introduce the concept of a completely isolated 
machine. 
DEFINITION 4. A machine is completely isolated if all adjacent pairs a i and %. 
are isolated. 
From the preceding statement, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. A PSM is completely isolated if all adjacent pairs (~j , ~i) on the 
line [0, 1] of the (1, 2) element of the two-state stochastic matrices M (k) for k = 
1, 2,..., n satisfy the conditions 
Case 1. I f  Ai , At >1- O, 
~xi --  at ~ Rmax(a~) -- Rmin(ai). (3a) 
Case 2. I f  Ai ) O, A t ~ 0, 
cq --  %- ~ Rmin((Xj) --  Rmin(o~i). (3b) 
Case 3. I f  Ai ~ O, )t~ ~ 0, 
~i - ~; ~> Rm~x(~)  - -  Rm~x(~i ) .  Oc)  
Case 4. I f  Ai , ~J <~ O, 
~i - ~ ~> Rm~n(o~;) - -  R ,~x(~, )  (3d)  
where ~i > ~J • 
Proof. The proof is evident from Lemmas 1, 4, and 5 and the fact that the 
transferable ranges of the pairs [0, e] and [a, 1] with negative and positive A's, 
respectively, are again [0, c] and [a, 1]. This is correct because the (1, 2) element 
of the stochastic matrix product never exceeds the extreme points zero and one. 
Q.E.D. 
3. THE hTH APPROXIMATION OF THE COMPLETELY ISOLATED MACHINE 
When we are interested only in the last k symbols, which correspond to the 
last k matrices from the rightmost of a product of infinite matrices, the infinite 
series So~ = am + Amain-1 -}- Am~tm-lam-2 + ~tmAm-1)tm-2am-z ~- "'" is truncated at 
the term A,~A.~_ 1 "" Am_k+1. It is called the hth approximation of the infinite 
series S~.  
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Considering the kth approximation of the infinite series Smax and Stain in 
Lemma 1, we have 
THEOREM 2. The Kth  approximations of Smax and Stain of S are as follows: 
Case 1. I f  A~ >~ A, >~ O, then 
1 - -  A~ ~ 1 - -  1 ,  ~ 
Smax = a and Smin  ~ C -  
1 - -  A~ 1 - -  )t~ " 
(4) 
Case 2. l f  Aa >~ O >~ A c and [ A a l ~ JAil, then 
1 - -  Aa ~ A~(1 - -  ~-1)  
Smax = a - -  and Smin  ~ c @ a 
1 - -  ha t - -  ha 
(5) 
Case 3. I f  Aa >~ 0 >~ 
Smax = a(1 + A~) - -  
s~ = a(1 + ~a) - -  
Stain = c @ ah~(1 
Stain = c + a;~(1 
hc and]ha [ ~ [ h e 1, then 
1 --  a~ -~ -1 ~ ~ _1_ a~kc -1, h)3 ,  h=odd 
1 - -  A~ k k >~ 2 ,  
1 - -  Ae 2 ' 
+ ;~.) 1 - ;~-~ k >~ 3, 
1 - -  ;~2 ' 
+ A~) 1 - -  h~ -2 -7~-1 h /> 4, 
1- -~ +aA,  , 
k = even 
k = odd 
h = even. 
(6a) 
(6b) 
and 
Case4. I f  O >~ 
Smax ~ a - -  
A a ~> Ac, then 
1 - -  A~ +1 (1 - -  A2 -1) k >/3 ,  
1- -A~ 2 + cha 1 - -Aa  ~ ' k = odd 
1 - -h i  ~ 1 - -Aa  k h~>2,  h=even Smax•a  1 - -A~ 2 + cAa 1- - )~a 2 '  
)/~+1 k-1 
- - . -a  1 - -A  c h>/3 ,  h =odd Sta in  = C 1 - -  Aa z + aAc 1 - -  A~ 2 ' 
1 - -  ha k 1 - -  Ae k h ~ 2, h ~ even. 
Smin =c  1 - -Aa  ~- t -azc  l - -A ,  2 ' 
(7a) 
(7b) 
Pro@ The proof  of this theorem is similar to that of Lemma 1 for the infinite 
series case. 
In  parallel to Lemmas 2 and 6 for _Stain and Sraax, respectively, we have the 
fol lowing theorem. 
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THEOaEM 3. (a) The upper bound, denoted as Smax, of the four Smax'S in 
- -  Amax)/1 - -  hmax, where hmax = max{[ 1 - -  ai - -  fii 1} for Theorem 2 is at1 7~ 
i = 1, 2 , . ,  n andk indicates thefirst k (finite) terms in S. 
(b) When Smm is negative, there exists the lower bound of Smm, which is 
= --  hmax)/1 -- hmax. denoted as _Stain c q- ahe(l k-1 
Proof. 
Proof of (a). 
Cases 1 and 2. hmax ~" ha • Thus  
Smax = a - -  1 --  hemax 
1 --  hmax " 
Case 3. There are two subcases to be considered. Since 
h~ -a > h~ -1 for k = 4, 5 .... and from h a/> 0 >/he and I ha [ ~< [ h~ ], 
(a) k isodd,  
a t1  + ha) 11--__ h~-ah~ ~ -/- ah~ -~ ~< at1 --  he) 11 ---- h~-ahe 2 + ah~-~ 
the[ <1,  
(1 - -  he) ~-a 
= a (1 --~-y(17 ~ h,) {1 --  he + h~-*(1 + ho)} 
1 ~_~ hk_V1 [h e {)} ~<a { l - -h ,  + , , --  
1- -1he l  
1 1 --  h~m~x 
= a 1 Z-I  he ~ (1 --  h~-x ] h~ I) = a 1 - -  ,~max ' 
(b) k is even, similarly, 
1 --  he ~ 1 --  h~max at1 q-h~) 1 - -h~ -2 1 - -h~ -2 < a _ _ _ a  
1 - -1o  2 <a 1 - -  Ih[T "1 - Ihol 1 --  hmax 
Case 4. F romO~ha ~>heChaE ~]he[< 1) andh~ -a>h~ -~fork  = 
4 ,5 , . ,  
(a) k is odd, 
1 -- h~ -1 1 - -  h~ -a 
1 - -  h~ -1 1 - h~ -~ 
~<a ] - -~  +cha 1 -ho  =
l ~-1 ~e(1 - -  h~-~)} 1- -h~- '  ch e 1 - -h~ -a ~<a__{ l_he  --  
a 1 - -he  = 1 - -h~ ~ 1 - -he  2 
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1 1 - -  Ae ~< a ~ {1 - A~ -* - AXl - A~-*)} = a ~ (1 - -  A~ -~) 
1 - la t [  ~<a 1 - IAt [  =al  - -  Ama~' 
= a m  
(b) 
a - -  
k is even, 
- 1 - A~ -~ 1 A~-2 + cA. 
1 - -  A~ -2 + CA a 1 - -  A~ -2 
a I - -  At 2 1 - -  ~ 
1 - a~ ~-'2 ~ a - -  
1 - -  At 2 
1 - -  a~ -~ a - -  
1-1at l  
Proof  o f (b ) .  
Case 2. 
Case 3. 
(a )  
cA e 1 - -a~ -2 1 - -A t  
1- -Aa  2 <a l -~ J (1 -A~ -2) 
1 - -  At k 1 - -  A~max 
1 - -  ]A t] 1 - -Amax"  
Sta in  may be negative in Cases 2, 3, and 4. 
Since Am~,~ = ]A. I and from (5 )  
Amax Sta in  = C -~- aAt 1 - -  k -1  
- 1 - -  Area x " 
Since A~ ~> 0 >~ A t and Amax = [At [, and from (6b) 
k is odd, 
Stain = c + aAc(1 + A,) 1 - -  A~ -1 ] - -~  >c+aAt (1 - -At )  I - -A~ -1 
1 - -  At ~ 
- -  A r l lax  =cq-aA t 1 A~ -1 1 - -  k-1
1 + At - -  c + aAt 1 - -  A rea  x ' 
(b) k is even, 
Stain : c 4- aAt(1 -? A~) 1 - -  A~ -~ + aA~_ 1 
1 - -  At 2 
c 4- aAt(1 - -  At) 1 - -  A~-~ 
aA t - 1 - -  At z + k-, 
t ' Ak-2'l I =c+aA t 1 - -A~ -z~ ~ t - -A , )  
1 +At  
1 A k-1 - -  max  
= c 4- aA, 1 - -  Amax" 
= c + aAt - -  
1 + h~ -1 
1 +h t 
643/34/1 -3  
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Case 4. Since 0 /> A~ >/A t and Amax = At I and from (7b) 
(a) k is odd, 
1 - -  A~ -1 1 - -  A~ -1 
Smin>c+aat 1 - -~ >~c+aat 1+~o ]~max - - c+aA t l -  k-1 1 - -  hmax '  
(b) k is even, 
1 - -  ,~  1 - -  A~ -1  
Stain ) C @- aAc 1 -- h~ 2 >/c + aA~ 1 + h~ 
1 k-1 - -  /~max 
- -  c + aA~ 1 -- Amax" Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 5. If there are no overlapped ranges between two transferable 
ranges of ai and % after accepting k input symbols, the pair (%., ai) is called the 
kth isolated pair where % and ~i are the (1, 2) elements of M (j) and M (i), 
respectively. 
The next theorem is concerned with the kth isolated adjacent pair (%., ~i). 
THEOREM 4. An adjacent pair (%, ~i) on the line [0, 1] is the kth isolated 
pair if k is determined by the following equation. Assume that % < cq 
(a) When Smin >~ 0, 
Case l. hi ,At >~ 0, 
l ai--  % (1 -  Amax)l/ln Amax . (8a) [k] : In 1 A~a 
Case 2. A i ) O, A t ~.~ 0, 
Case 3. h i <~ O, A t ~ 0, 
k is arbitrary. (8b) 
I oti - -  otj 
[k] = ln  1 - -  (jAil +[AJ l )a  
Case 4. A i <~ O, Aj ~ 0, 
in tl ~-  % (1-) ,max)t / In  Amax (8d) [k] ( 
(1 -- Amax)l/ln Amax • (8c) 
Consider an input string with k symbols. The matrix product of M~-k+l "'" 
M,~_IM ~ represents the behavior of the PSM due to the input. Suppose that the 
last symbol is ai. Then M,~ = M(ai) =- M (i). Let ai be the (1, 2) element of 
M (i). The transferable range of ai can be indicated on the line [0, 1] as shown 
in Fig. 1. 
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(b) When Sta in < O, 
Case l. hi , h s ~ 0, 
[k - -1 ]  = In 11- -O~i - - (~J+CAi  I /  a(hj --  bias) (1 --  hmax) in hm~x. 
Case 2. hi ~ O, A s ~ 0 
[k - -1 ]  : In ll -- (~x i - -  % 
h s - -  h~ 
Case 3. 
Case 4. 
(9a) 
[k - -1 ]  : ln I l - - .a i - - °9 - -chs (1 - -Amax) l / |nhmax (9d) 
a(h3~ --  h d 
where [k] denotes the largest integer which is smaller than or equal to k, 
a = m~x{cq}, c = m}n{a~}, hm~x = max{[ 1 --  ~ --/3z [}, 
h i :  1--o~ i - f i i ,  h s : 1 - -cq - - /3 j ,  
and In is the natural logarithm function which is only defined for a nonnegative 
argument. 
Proof of(a): Rrnin(ai) and Rmin(~j) are zero by Definition 1. From Lemma 5, 
Case 1. 
Oq - -  O~ s ~ A s " Smax.  (lOa) 
Case 2. 
~i --  as /> 0 (no restriction). (lOb) 
Case 3. 
(X i - -  O~j ~ (! ~i I -~ I hi l )"  SIn&x , ( lOc)  
Case 4. 
c~i --  °9 ~ ]hi !" ,~max • (10d) 
Proof of (b). 
Lemma 5 and Theorem 3, 
Case 1. 
~i --  (x~ ~ Xj-Smax --  hiSmin = h~-a 1 --  h~ax 
- 1 -- Amax 
Rmin(CC/) and Rmin(C~s) are negative by Definition 1. F rom 
1 h 7~-1 )- -  max 
Ai c -/ aA c 1 --Amax 
,~ ~ O, hj ~ O, 
11 a(hj°~i- ~xs-- hi) (1 - -  Amax)l/ ln Amax . (9c) [k] In 
hi ~ O, hj ~< O, 
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k k~l  since ]),max [ < 1 and 1 Area x ~< 1 - -  - -  ~max 
1 - -  - -  ITIO~X c~ i e~ >~ a()`~- aia~) 
1 - -  )`max 
Case 2. 
Case 3. 
Case 4. 
O~ i - -  O~j ~ Aj_Zmi  n - -  A iSmi  n = ()`j - -  h i )  _Smi  n . 
~ - ~j > ) ` f i~x  - a~Sm~,: = % - a3  Sm~x.  
(11  a )  
( l lb)  
( l lc)  
1 k-1 ) - -  Amax 1 --  )` ~max 
°~i - -  ~j ~ ,~j_Smin - -  )`iSmax ~- '~a" c @ a)` c 1 -- ~max --  )`ia 1 --  )`max' 
since 1 ~ k-1 - -  )`max "~ 1 -- )`max, 
)`/c--1 
% - -  %. >/a()`~)`j - - )`i) 1 --  max 
1 amax 
where  
~--~max : -  a 
+ c)` ~- ( l ld)  
1 --  Akmax 
1 - -  ) `max 
and )`i l lax Smin : C @ a)`~ 1 --  k-1 
- 1 hmax" 
The k's are found by solving Eqs. (lOa), (lOc), (lOd), ( l la), ( l lb),  (l le), and 
(1 ld) with all the ~ signs replaced by the equal sign. Q.E.D. 
When comparisons between the a/1 -  )`max and a(1- -Akmax)/1-  Amax 
and between the c + ahdl hmax and c + ahe(1 k-1 - -  - -  hmax)/1 -- )`max are made, 
the differences between these comparisons uggest hat if the pair (aj ,  ~i) is 
isolated by an infinite length of input, then the pair is also isolated by a finite 
length of input (O r by the kth input length, namely by the kth approximation 
of the matrix product M,~_k+, "'" M,~-IMm for h = 1, 2, 3,...). This is described 
in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. I f  an adjacent pair (ej , ai) on the line [0, 1] is isolated in the 
transferable ranges of ~j and ~i with an infinite length of an input x, then the pair 
(c9 , ~i) is also isolated in the transferable ranges with the k length of input (by the 
kth approximation). 
Proof. It  is evident from the fact that for ~gmax, a(1 -- A~max)/1 --  Amax < 
- -  , - -  Amax)/1 - -  Amax > c q7 aAc/1 - -  •max when all )`max and Stain C -1- a/cO k-1 
Smin ~ O, where 0 < Zrnax < 1. Q.E.D. 
We are now in a position to introduce the kth (completely) isolated machine. 
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THEOREM 6. A PSM is the kth (completely) isolated machine if all transferable 
ranges of adjacent pairs of the (1, 2) element of M ") for i = 1, 2,..., n are at least 
the kth isolated adjacent pair. 
Proof. From Theorems 2, 4, and 5 the ktth isolation for each adjacent pair 
of the (1, 2) elements for l = 0, 1, 2,..., n can be determined. Let k be the 
minimum {kz} for l = 1, 2,..., n. Then all adjacent pairs are completely isolated 
at least by the kth approximation. Q.E.D. 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following example, which is an isolated machine 
in both Yasui and Yajima's sense (absolutely isolated machine) and the sense of 
Theorem 1 (completely isolated machine). 
PSM = (S, X, Y, {M(x)}, A(s)) 
where  
S = {Sl ,  S2} , X = {g l ,  g2), ~/- = {a, b}, 
3I(x~) (00[ ~ 00[~) and M(x2)=(~[6 5 00[~) (12) 
and 
/(al)  = a and A(s2) = b. 
Absolutely isolated machine. The criterion for the absolutely isolated (a) 
machine, by Yasui and Yajima is 
2Arnax max{l] Hil, ]l M2(xl)]l, Ii M2(x2)li} ~ 1. (13) 
h = 1 - -  ~max ]1 H 11 
The norm and the matrices H, Mu(xl), and M2(x~) in the above equation were 
defined in Section 1. If  haal~<~ 2%k, where ;~ = max{1-  o~ i --fii}, ac = 
min{l - -c~ e-/3,:}, and amax- -max{] l  --  ~ -- fie [} for i=  1, 2, then the 
PSM is isolated by the kth approximation (i.e., isolated for k input length). 
From the machine specifications, we compute A n = ac = 0.1, IIH[I = 
0.18/0.81, II M2(xl)l! = 2/9, 11 M2(x2)[l = 4/9. By substituting these values into 
(13), h = 4/9 < 1 and (4/9) 0.V ~ <0.F  ~ for k - -  0, 1, 2,...; thus it is an 
absolutely isolated machine. 
(b) Completely isolated machine. Since a~ = a~ = 0.1 > 0, the PSM 
belong to Case 1 of Lemma 1 (of Theorem 2 for the kth approximation case) 
and Sta in  is positive. From Definition 1, Lemma 5, and Theorem 3, (10a) 
becomes 
• 1 kmax' 1 - -  ~max as k--+ m . (14) 
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From (12), we find ~2 = 0.4 and ~1 = 0.2 which indicate that three line segments 
on [0, 1] divided by 0.2 and 0.4; namely, 
Segment 1. (0, 0.2) where ~i ---- 0.2 and =j = 0; 
Segment 2. (0.2, 0.4) where ei = 0.4 and ~j = 0.2; (15) 
Segment 3. (0.4, l) where ~i = 1 and e~ ~ 0.4. 
Substituting a = 0.4, Aj = 0.1, Amax = 0.1, and the ai and %- of (15) for 
the three segments into (14), we obtain 
0 .2 - -0  >0.1  ×0.4  1 - -0A  k 
0.9 
1 - -  0.11~ 
0 .4 - -  0.2 > 0.1 × 0 . 4 - -  
0.9 
and 
1.0 - -  0 .4  > 0.1 × 0 .4  
1 - -  0.1 ~ 
0.9 
for k = O, 1, 2, 3,.... Since all the three inequalities hold, it is a completely 
isolated machine (and thus also an absolutely isolated machine). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider another example of a PSM which is not an absolutely 
isolated machine but is indeed a completely isolated machine. We assume the 
same sets of states, input, output, and output functions from the previous 
example but different state transition matrices 
= o ,  
0.1)" (16) 
(a) Absolutely isolated machine. From the machine specifications, we 
find that a = 0.8, c ~ 0.5, A~ z 0.1, A c = --0.4, and Amax = 0.4, 
and 
II HLI = 
0.1 × 0 .5  - -  0 .8  × 0 .9  0 .68  
0.9 × 1.4 1.26 ' 
II M2(xl)LI = 8/9,  [1M2(x2)[l = 5/14. 
By substitution of these values in (13), h = (2 × 0.4/0.6) (8/9)(1.26/0.68) =
2.1, which is greater than 1; hence it is not an absolutely isolated machine. 
(b) Completely isolated machine. Since Aa = 0.1 > 0, A~ = --0.4 < 0, 
and ] Aa ] < [ A, r, the PSM belong to Case 3 of Lemma 1 (of Theorem 2 for the 
kth approximation case). But Stain (=c  @ ah,((1 + A~)/(1 - -  A2)) = 0.5 --  
0.8 × 0.4(1 + 0.1/1 --  0.16) = 0.5 - -  0.381) is positive. By Lemma 5 (Theorem 
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4 for the kth approximation case), ~i =-0.8, ~ = 0.5, )t i = 0.1, and A~ ~-- 
--0.4; the segment (0.5, 0.8) is in Case 2 in Lemma 5 (Theorem 4). From Defini- 
tion 2, we find Rmin(~i) = Rrain(a~)-~ 0; thus (2b) holds, (Equation (10b) 
holds for the kth approximation case.) The transferable ranges of the other two 
segments (0, 0.5) and (0.8, 1.0)are themselves. This is because the product of 
stochastic matrices is again a stochastic matrix, which implies that the (1, 2) 
element of the product never exceeds the extreme points zero and one. Hence it is 
a completely isolated machine. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The completely isolated machine which includes the absolutely isolated 
machine introduced by Yasui, Yajima, and Tan as a subclass has been discussed 
and demonstrated by examples. Just as the absolutely isolated machine, the 
completely isolated machine has the past input traceability property (Tan, 
1972; Yasui and Yajima, 1970) which can be applicable to error detection of 
computer systems (Asai, 1975). 
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